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POTENTIALLY
INTRUSIVE & 
OBTRUSIVE

 10 sessions

 25 mins each episode

 Warm-up / follow-up / series vs serial

 Pre-tests, proficiency tests, aptitude tests, 
questionnaires, activites pre- / during / post-
episode + post-tests

 To be subtracted from regular F2F class time

 Control group



‘Integrate’ – key word

 Media Studies

 From day 1

 University context  research and teaching innovation (besides teaching)

 Academic flexibility as long as it fits the official teaching plan

 All the materials published here

http://diposit.ub.edu/dspace/simple-search?location=&query=&filtername=author&filtertype=equals&filterquery=Su%C3%A1rez%2C+Maria+del+Mar&rpp=10&sort_by=score&order=desc


Official teaching plan

In-class activities 
(language-focused)

30%

Tasks in teams 35%
E-portfolio 35%



Official teaching plan

In-class activities
(language-focused)

30%

Tasks in teams 35%
E-portfolio 35%

30% (less
than 1 point
in total) for 
just doing

the tasks (+ 
online option
- EdPuzzle if

class missed)

Almost all along the
portfolio, in most activities, 

following the reflective
nature of this tool



Class day 1 & 2

• Oxford Placement Test
• Questionnaire on viewing habits
• Questionnaire on learning styles

• Writing and speaking class
activities on language learning
motivation, needs, current skills, 
personality and learning history

http://kaleidoscope.helsinki.fi/



Introduction 
to the 
portfolio

My linguistic snapshot 
(writing)

My relation with English 
so far (metaphorical 
image + caption)

Me as an audiovisual 
communicator (video)

And so the learning
journey starts!



Linguistic snapshot: instructions

 In this task you are to upload a composition in a Word document (NO PDF or .pages, please!!!) about yourself as 
a language learner.

 After completing the entry tests (grammar, listening, dictation and 10-min composition) and browsing 
the Kaleidoscope for inspiration, write a 300/350-word essay including the following points. You SHOULD NOT 
answer each question below separately. Instead, write an essay with PARAGRAPHS where you include the 
information below. You can organize your essay however you like.

• Your relationship with the English language:

• in your daily life

• in the past

• in the future (do you see yourself using it in your daily life, at work, how?

• in formal (class) and informal contexts -->get inspo from 'My daily use of English' survey

• is this relationship positive or negative?

http://www.uiah.fi/virtu/kaleidoskooppi/intro.php


Linguistic snapshot: instructions

• Your relationship with subtitles --> use survey done in class and 'My daily use of English and subtitles' survey for 
inspo:

• do you think watching series and movies in English can help improve your English level? Why? In what skills (reading, 
listening comprehension, writing, speaking, grammar, vocabulary, spelling, pronunciation...)?

• in your opinion, what is more helpful, watching audiovisual materials with or without subtitles?

• which language do you choose for subtitles, your mother tongue or English?

• what is your experience with subtitles: When did you start using them? Have you changed your habits throughout the 
years?

• Your present strengths and weaknesses in English, in writing (first day composition), spelling (dictation), 
speaking, listening (OPT Listening), reading, grammar (OPT Grammar), vocabulary (X-Lex / Y-Lex), aptitude tests 
for learning languages (LLAMA), pronunciation (yes/no test results and reading list) --> use your scores in the 
placement tests and corrections in the first-class composition to support your opinion



Linguistic snapshot: instructions

• Motivation (positive, negative, intrinsic, extrinsic, integrative, instrumental...) --> in-class speaking activity

• What you need English for now and in the future and how to manage with your present strengths and 
weaknesses

• Learning style(s): what do you do to learn/practise a language, what kind of activities do you prefer (role plays, 
reading, book exercises, videos…)? --> use the Kaleidoscope + results on the 'learning styles' survey and materials 
presented in class

• Turning point in language learning experience: Is there a moment or an event that marked a significant change in 
your English abilities (a trip, a teacher, a friend…)?



Portfolio view 
1 sample



Experimental Group(s)

Experimental and Control Groups

Procedure (one academic term)

VOCABULARY
/GRAMMAR 

PRE - TEST

VIEWING 
SESSIONS

(8 - 10)

VOCABULARY 
/ GRAMMAR 
POST - TEST

Vocabulary/Grammar 
Pre-task

Watching the episode
Vocabulary/ Grammar

Post-task

APTITUDE + 
PROFICIENCY 

TESTS

Pre-viewing presentation or activity

Post-viewing presentation or activity



Pre-tests: vocab



Pre-test: 
grammar





I Love Lucy - Warm-up & 
pre-viewing activities

 Contextualizing them: ILL – 60s and the Golden Age of Hollywood

 Language-focused: pre-teaching

 Serial: what happened in the previous episode? What do you think will happen next?

I Love Lucy – while-viewing questions



Post-viewing 
activities 



Post-viewing 
activities 





Previewing activities

 American culture

 Vocabulary & informal style

 Previous episode recap



Post-viewing 
activity



Pre- or post- viewing activities

 Work on:
 Abbreviations

 Slang

 Wordplay

 ...



Post-
viewing 
activity



Post-viewing activity: Subtitles 
vs CC





The Good Place and the comedic event



Comedy 
theory from 
the Media 
studies and 
Humor 
studies 
perspective





And from here on… another journey started, 
applying the theory to all the characters and 
some selected scenes in TGP. 



Post-
viewing 
activities

Humorous / comic excerpts were selected. Students
explained them in their own words and rated them in 
terms of funny and comic (humor studies)



Funny vs comic



Jokes adressees



Metareflection starts again...

 Portfolio View 2 composition







What’s the natural writing activity that
stems from all this?

Any thoughts?



Script 
writing – in-
class task 
for credits



Any potential follow-ups?

Share your views!



Reflective task on portfolio - View 2
My experience with TV series, comedies & The 
Good Place

After having watched 10 episodes of the fantasy-comedy TV series The Good Place, now is the time to reflect on 
the experience.

Write an essay, with paragraphs, where you will develop the following points:

• How was the experience of watching a TV series in class?
You watched this TV show with captions. Would you have preferred to watch it with subtitles (in your mother 
tongue) or without them instead? Why?

• Did you expect to learn anything from watching the TV show? If so, what: grammar? vocabulary? 
pronunciation? fixed expressions? American/cultural knowledge?

• You have the results of the two grammar pre-tests and of the two grammar post-tests: How do you feel about 
them? Have you learned what you expected, more, less...? What do you think made you (not) learn? Why?

• You also have the results of the pronunciation perception pre-test and post-test. Is there a large difference in 
them? Have you learned what you expected, more, less...? Why do you think this is so?



Reflective task on portfolio - View 2
My experience with TV series, comedies & The 
Good Place

• Considering that The Good Place is a combo between fantasy and comedy, what factors make it "different" 
from any regular comedy show?

• How would you qualify the humor used in The Good Place? Provide examples to justify your answer.

• Along this course, you filled out several surveys related to your sense of humor: 1) your approach to humor in 
everyday life (Sense of Humor Survey /168 - Enjoyment of Humor, Kind of Laughter, Verbal Humor, Finding 
Humor in Everyday LIfe, Laughing at Yourself, Humor Under Stress), your personality in relation to humor 
(affective, social and cognitive dimensions - SHQ-6 revised; and Rod Martin's types of humor - affiliative, self-
enhancing, aggressive, self-defeating), and your deal of creativity (which has been found to positively correlate 
with a better disposition to humor), while rating several excerpts from TGP according to how funny you found 
them. How do you think the type of humor you have and your degree of creativity influence on the way you 
interpreted those excerpts?

• Who was your favorite character in terms of humor? You might want to get inspiration from the statements 
you've been rating weekly at the end of the "Humorous excerpts analysis" worksheets and that can be 
found here)

http://www.humorstudies.org/ISHS%20Test%20Bank/Test%20Docs/HBQD%20Score%20Sheet.pdf


Reflective task on portfolio - View 2
My experience with TV series, comedies & The 
Good Place•

• Going back to the types of humor presented in class (affiliative, self-enhancing, aggressive, self-defeating), 
which character impersonates each of them?

• Which characters did you like the most and the least, in relation to humor?

• Which was your favorite episode in terms of humor? Any scene in particular that you would like to highlight? 
Why this one in particular?

• Did watching The Good Place in English and having the subtitles in English make it difficult for you, you think, 
to grasp the jokes or puns, or was it convenient? Why? Would you have preferred to watch it with subtitles in 
your L1?

• If you missed some joke, what do you think caused it?

• You also wrote a short scene for TGP that should contain some humorous bits. Was it difficult/easy to create 
such a scene for you? If so/if not, why do you think this is so?

• You analyzed quite a few humorous excerpts from the series. How do you feel about this? Was it helpful when 
it came to writing your own scene?



Students’ feeling of learning

47.79

61.76

11.76 13.23
19.11

VOCABULARY EXPRESSIONS GRAMMAR PRONUNCIATION I DON’T KNOW IF I’M 
LEARNING

Feeling of learning all participants

EuroCALL online gathering 2020



To what extent does students’ experience with the 
different viewing modes affect preferred viewing 
mode?

56.45

72.58

27.41

47.54

11.47

59.01

L1 SUBTITLES L2 CAPTIONS WITHOUT CAPTIONS

Viewing mode preference all participants

Beginning of the course End of the course

EuroCALL online gathering 2020



Some conclusive remarks

 Extended exposure to L2 viewing led to positive feeling of learning positive experience

 Enhanced captions group higher feeling of learning

 Expressions and vocabulary are perceived to be learned the most emphasis in other
language areas or explicit instruction (Sydorenko, 2010)

 It is easier to notice vocabulary and expressions (multi-word colocations) than underlying 
abstract constructions (rules)

 There is a switch from L2 captions to without captions learner confidence might have
been fostered

Further research:

 Different results mediated by proficiency levels

 Use of watching strategies should be looked into



How did the teacher deliver?

 I always provided them with the scores (not the right answers
except comprehension) and almost immediate feedback

Missing students Replaying the episode in class the following day
+ EdPuzzle or similar platforms

Credits for just doing the viewing-related research activities
 At the end of the term, the results of the post-tests, the keys to the

tests, and the rationale behind the experiment was explained, 
including test elaboration, distractors and preliminary research
conclusions. 



Lay beliefs vs 
metalinguistic 
and 
metacognitive 
awareness

Final reflection in the portfolio: Conclusion



TV series  + activities
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